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EXUBERANCE

•

IS

BEAUTY

TIre selfish, smiling fool, and the sullen frowning
fool shoJI be both thought wise, that they may be a rod.

Proverb from "The Marriage of Heaven and

Hell," by William Blake
One sunny Sunday several of us on the staff
tIiOught we'd go to Savannah Beach for a holiday and

some peace of mind. But when we got there,little did

.... find: There was a Cocker Spaniel (I think his name
is Daniels) 10 deal with, and he had a case of gestapo ra-

bies foaming at the lips. So eight of us were arrested for
selhng without a license. Eight. even though only two
were actually selling. We were told that our kind wasn't
wanted at Savannah Beach. A line from a Bob Dylan
lOng kept ringing m my head: "One should never be
where one does not belong."
Fair enought, with that in mind you shouldn't go
wrong but where the hell do we belong? Malcobn X
said it right on when he said that if you're in a prison no

matter where the black' are in the United States. WeD
that's what hip white' People areTamiitli more and more
eee ry day, especially in the South where oppression is
more overt than other area in the U.S. Repression is running rarnpantthroughout
this country: 1984 has come

fourteen years early, Big Brother taps phones; records

with shotgun recorders over a mile away; takes lists of
names; refurbishes detention (an euphemism for concentration ) camps. Why aU of these fascist gestapo tactics
and methods? Why is the land crawling with agents of
aU sorts? Because the government is paranoid and for
good reasons, too. Savannah's Internal Revenue Service
armed its offices this year-the bloodsucking taxman has
his fears. The Morning News has security guards to protect against seizure of presses. Paranoia plagues the land.
So the reign of terror has begun in earnest, a period that always historically precedes justice. ~at most
people fail to realize when they side with the forces of
law and order, with the jailers and executioners, is that,
as Eugene Debs so righteously said, "No man is free until every man is." Too Idealistic? Think about it for a
w1pIe-then you'll know that un iii everybody is free to
be creative, free to live and give, there will be no freedom
for you to walk dark streets alone. Try it sometime here
in Savannah. lfyou're white just take a walk Gown West
Btoad Street with some bills in your pocket some dark
nlSht,lfyou',e
black-weD, you don't have to pick any
one section 10 know you're not free. There are apartment complexes out on Abercom Extension, Riviera 1
Apartments, that actuaUy have barbwire fences and )
guards around them alloWing people to enter only
throush calling occupants for "visiting hours." Who's
fenced m and who's fenced out!? Good fences make good
nelShOO.. , so Frost's poem goes.
If this country actually Jived up to its principles of
Jeffersonian democracy, it would really be beautiful.
However, in reality Jefferson is the monkJy on our backs
because we assume these basic rights are respected when
IR fact they are subtly perverted by programming processes of establishment media. Democracy demands that
the power elite channel people into certain slots to keep
control of the masses. As for freedom to talk or write
sure you're allowed some leeway to talk rhetoric but'
when It comes down to acting on your words, then freedom becomes something else.
The Sunday eight of us were arrested at Savannah
Beach. some of us thought we were escaping the mountmg city tension. Yet we found there are no more holidays
when you re Involved In a political movement. Driving
twenty.fivr miles certainly won't take you away from
the fight for freedom for others or for that matter for
younelve
Yes, everybody must be free: free to have
peacef I a mbues 10 parks and to speak openly; free to

.

.--...,

po
d min I Idea WlIhout police harassment
and kp pe:ntcUtl n abuse thai we·...e continually sutfard for dislnbuUn,Th" B"d Once anyone's freedom
,
er .. lhne b
f'i&htsauaranteed u by the Can·
sUtutJOR lS dented then every lOes freedom 1 being m·
fnngod upon. So when you read about Bla<k Panthers

getting ripped off by fascist forces, be aware that that
kind of repression isn't very far from your doors. When
you hoar about students getting gunned down on campuses, know that the monster has finally turned its murderous means on itself. Evil, whose base is the lust for power aml4ominalion, stares back at the U. S. government
in the milt-or. The image is grotesque and frighteningperhaps wecan in time develop a sense of humor, laugh
at it the waYJ>ylan was finally able to, and regain our
sanity. Humor and comedy are perennial signs of reordering of society.
Also, there IS the positive flow of love that pulsates
and throbs in the rhythm of today's music-the life force,
tha'cr~tive
drive to s,*y ali... whith c"'1"0t and will not
be totally repressed in men, nor even in the glummest
hours of repression. Martin Buber, Jewish theologian. was
said to have been freer than his guards while in the concentration camps of the Third Reich. He had mastered
the I·Thou relationship; he knew Blake's proverb "The
most sublime act is to set another before you" to be
true. White radicals have little time left to prove to black
people where they're really at. Genocide on blacks in Amerika has been steadily escalating in recent years. The
next two years are crucial for total involvement of whites:
New Haven is a key experiment in radical racial relations.
The historic necessity of serving the people and setting
others before self has reached an ultimate apocalyptic
crisis. And crisis always brings people out.
How about you -do you still sometimes wonder
who's the guard and who's the prisoner. or are you busy
freeing your head instead? Then and only then can you
rebuild and heal in the midst of the chaos that cries out
the cancer of envy and greed and hate that IS destroying
the earth. The Zuni Indians have a fascinating myth of
creation: in the beginning there were two dragons, one
going throughout the world breathing fires of destruction:
the other following. behind healing and restoring the
destructive
dragon's wrath-filled path. In more metuphysteal terms, toallirm and will what ought to be is creative;
to <.LIt um and WIll what ought not to be ISdestructive.
Coebbc!s. one 01 the most articulate Third Reichcrs.
clcarlv defined \JlIsm as "the negation of the spirit by
tile spun .. Have we watched Amerika take the same negan ...e wtllmg and affirming? Have we negated our spirit
by our pi n Of do \\C h:rv e the will and lhe spirit to deny
the gre~l .\rncllkan death ish·) It takes ideals, true
enough to \.lll1lront the e er-increasm~ repn.::'ssionthat
goc under the gUI e of I~w and order chauvinism. But
th~t" y,;here the generation gap really beglTls when one
turn tr m IdeJI . when one's soul wrinkles from aging
demal of 1he soul for~e 01 the mfinite I A.\I as Colcrldge
.:.:allsIt Youth IS;lI\\ays there "the cistern contains' the
lountal~ o erno\\os" for those who make then ideais,
Ideals ot lo e and brotherhood and growth for real
Those who h.l....e demed or lost such POSitiV~ feeling~ and
forces are dymg under the wheel.
BIU Strong

"Ye shall be sorrowful, but your sorrow shall be turned into joy."
-JOHN 16:20
'The widespread failure to recognize and to appreciate the humor
of Christ is one of the most amazing aspects of the eranamed
for Him. Anyone who reads the
~optic
Gospels with a relative
freedom from presuppositions
. t be expected to see that
Christ laughed, and that He expected others to laugh, but our
apacttv to.miss this aspect of His
e is phenomenal. We are so sure
[hat He was always deadly serious that
we often twist His words in order to try to make them
conform to our preconceived mold. A misguided piety
has made us fear that acceptance of His obvious wit and
humor would somehow be mildly blasphemous or sacrilegious. Religion, we think, is serious business, and serious business is incompatible with banter." (from "The
Humor of Christ" by Elton Trueblood.)
"The sabbath was made for man, and not man for the
sabbath." -MARK 4:27
The Edgar Cayce Readings inform us that "Those who
walk closer with the Creative Forces should indeed be
full of joy , pleasure, peace, and harmony within," and
that "the principle of the Christ life is joyous!"
"Remember," they urge, "He laughed-even on the
way 10 Calvary-not as so often pictured; He laughed."
Yea: "This is what angered them the most." So: "Cultt-:
vate the ability to see the ridiculous, and retain the ability to laugh."
"The Son of man is come eating and drinking; and ye
say, Behond a gluttonous man, and a winebibber, a
friend of publicans and sinners!" -LUKE 7:34
In his book, ZEN CATHOLICISM, the Benedictine
monk, Dom Aelred Graham, wrote: "The word,
'Buddha' means simply the 'Enlightened One'; so understood, there have been many 'Buddhas.' A~Pr.Edward
ConLe points out: 'In the official theory, the Buddha,
'the Enlightened,' is a kind of arch type which manifests
itself in the world in different personalities, whose indi·
vidual particulars are of no account whatsoever.' From
this point of view, Jesus of Nazareth would undoubtedly be accorded the title 'Buddha,' since He is revealed,
according to St. John, as both uniquely 'Enlightened'
and the "Enlightener.' ..

media and the movement
The American people are beginning to walk a long
and di/Jicult revolutionary path. The system we fight
presc/les eqrudity but preserves Itself with racism. It
pIunden the world of natural resources and human
talent In the name of democracy and economic
development. It tries to obliterate Its opponents with
explosives and napalm when ''free elections" fall to
do the job. By feeding us the official definition of
"truth" and "justice o. it assigns and reinforces our
polltica~ economic,
and sexual roles-making
us
Involuntary accomplices.
The
people-Black,
Puerto
Rican
Mexican-American, women, students, young peopk
In
walks of life-are talking about and acting on
"the problems" as they see them and in the order
they see them.
racism,' internal colonialism.
rna/dis(ribution 'oj wealth, exploitation based on sex
roles, conscription, ""'ools which "track" so-called
"human resources" according to priorities established
by the I'Uling class, univenity guardians of science and
objectivity which cherish the "lSCademicfreedom" to
ptrlCtice nerve-gas politics in aiJ-conditioned bulld'-willi lush /awns.
""'.

an

And for every facet of this incredible system. a set
of stock justifications-myths-and
battalions of
professional mythologists.
Within such a system the people find that no ringle
tactic can ever solve "the problem."
Every
demonstration is a "failure" but is also a step to a
more complete
defrnition of "the problem."
Definitions and tactics are beginning to walk hand in
hand in th.ls country. SIcimris/res are being fought on
every front. The long march through ow legal.
economic and educatiofUll institutions. our science.
our anenals for imper/aJism, has begun.
Divided as we are by race, class, sex and geography,
we owe it to ounelves to identify the victory in every
"failure," to understand our respective priorities. to
pass the ammunition for the next offensive.
At this stage of revolution,
an organ of
co~ication-such
as a newspaper-must recognize
that diversity in the struggle is not oniy inevitable but
desirable. By forcing us to look at reality in different
""}'S it gives us our only chance of changing that
reality in aU its complexity. It gives us pmctice In
principled political struggle. And It forces us to have

On the 30th of May Mr. William Dubois died in the

. For the last several months, the Center has been

rap or J~st enjoy the outdoor area. Sometimes the police

~ouJd ode by and wave and shoot peace signs, sometunes they would stop and politely ask the people to
leave and the pe~ple would politely leave. At other times

~ey ~ould. be impolite, inconsiderate and inconsistent
m their acttons. As a result of the police's actions the
p.eople from the Center were left confused and some-

times angry not knowing whether or not they could le-

gally sit in the park,
This type ,!f ~nfusion and misunderstanding was
the cause of the mCldent in which Father Tiller and his

staff were arrested.
.
Unfortunately. the account of the arrests of Father
Tiller and the.nthers was greatly distortetl by some of
the n~ws media. I hope that through this unfortunate
expenence the Center will be able to hold - -_._tit'
h'
'
a new and bet·
er re a Ions Ip With the police and the communiiy--a large.
.
I
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faith In one another as human beings tlnpite our
differences.
In the confusion of a pre-revolutionary situatioll
the temptation
to codify reality iI great. But even
though th.ls will inevitably happen, such proctice Oil
the port of revolutionary communications media is
especlaUy harmful On the other hand, to honestly
reflect the diversity and illCOmpleteness of a popullzr
struggle is certainly the opposite of "Uberalism. "
In the day-t0-d4y struggle, revolutionary
medii
justifies its existence by:
--promoting
solidJllity among differellt
peop/a
struggling for change
--supplying
proctical Information in support of
specifu: tactics
_ -aiding
in the destruCtioll of the protective
ideology of existing Institutions
--encoumging
ideological development
of the
overall struggk in ISCCOrd with the specVu: reIllities of
the struggle.
A medium of this kind is kept honest by its
relillnce on revolutionary pmctice for copy, resources,
and distribution.

A. C. L. and U.

Neglect, Reject ...

trying to use Columbia Square, which is across the street
for recreation and Center activities. During the afternoons
small n.umber~ of young people would sit in the park and '

Albion's

Savannah City Jail from several severe epileptic attacks.
He was given no medication-for his condition nor was a
doctor ever called. Therefore, the Savannah Police Department is actually responsible for his death.
The Savannah Press carried an incorrect story about
the death of Mr. Dubois. This charge is substantiated by
~hiswriter's witnessing the tragedy while spending time

Concerned community citizens, meeting to dis~uss R~~ere.nd Tiller's arrest, proposed forming an Amerroan CIVil~berties Union in Savannah to better deal with
future police harassment.
.
A delegation was appointed to coordinate the setting up of an ACLU chapter with the regional office in

Atlanta and the National office in Washington.
"
Although there has been no definite word or p010 the city jail.
.
sitive action from Atlanta, confidence is high for th f
This is not the first time men have died in the Sature of a civilli~erties chapter. The purpose of the ;a u
vannah City Jail, and the truth has been hidden from
van~ah chapter IS to coordinate efforts of the various hutheir families. This writer recommends disciplinary ac_":.Iarutanan organizations in town and to act as a clearing
tions be taken against those persons responsible for Duhouse for related information.
b?i.s~death through negligence. I recommend creating a
Several lawyers in town have expressed interest.
civilian police force or complaint board to hear prisoners' ( Anyone else interested or wishing to become involved
complaints.
-Ed Fields.
1 can contact me in care of this paper ...
0

o
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. THESE DAYS•••

THERE~ A LOT OF JoBs BEJNG;
,.'

.'

-Greg Scott

Side

. There was a group in the park at 5:20 pm when a
police officer drove up. Sine Graveswalked up to the
group and said, "Get out of the park!"
Sine Graves states that he was trying to help the
officer in his duties. One person was arrested and moments later released when he explained his remarks. £verybody went back to the Center, and the staff went
out to assist Tiller in finding out about police action. The
~taffasked officers what law stated people could not stay
m the park. After checking over I.D.'s, they told us they
?ad a call to come to the park. Then staffers asked again
If there was a law stating that they could not be in the
~ark. They were ~hen instructed to come with the po·
l~ce.T~e~ ask~d I~they were being arrested, and the po·
lIcesaid yes. Tllle.r told the officer that he would quiet.
ly walk to the car Without any restraints. It seemed as if
the officers misinterpreted Father Tiller's behavior. They
felt that he was resisting arrest.
In Rev. Tiller's words: "It is hoped that out of the
~estructive effects that this incident caused to all parties
mvolved,that the Center and the city police can find
some common ground for communication and under·
standing."
-Gene Brogdon
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eternity
He who bends to himself a joy

Does the winged life destroy;
But he who kisses the joy as it flies
LivtlS in eternitY's sun fistL

William Blake

o868l{<DBB=,
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omclala moved to live Iheir own
SlUdenlS
liveD until 7 p.m. the next
:"" to eet off the
JIlIIror the rest or the
acbooI y.. as Ja
n DIIlrIcl Altorney gave
lb. bYoDow'tamDlar explaDellon: "The poll ..
had no..-'temal!ve' t they w .... "eaught between
beovy sniper ftre rrom aU sides.
Two hundred lludeDl witnesses lIy no .
1'1beIe was DO SDiper tire, period," said a
Jackson Slate st"denL ''TIley just opened up
on usspontaDeously."
.
'''Ibls Is the IId_
day or my hre. I never
thouet>1 lbIlI would
happen in Jackson,
MIsab&lppl," said Ja...... n·a mayor. Russell C.
Davis, Ilmo1l _
yean to lbe day after
Jackson poll .. abol and klJJed Ben Bro~. a
22-yaor-01d b\aclt movement .ctlvlst <;iunng a
demonatralloD on Lyn<b Sln!el (Ibe maID street
whlc:b <ulIlbJouet> !be Jhello m.d Ihe <:ampus).
wbare the _I aboolI .... look pia ... Jackson
aludenll had planned a memorial rally this
sunday for Brown and the .. ven young black
people who !'8'" IdIIed by poll.. in Augusta.
Geo ...... earlier lbIlI.-t.

••

Reaction 10 the sEauptel' .
The black
Ip ID lIIe community and
on the c:ampua beId
conlaren .. the day.
after the aboollnp, de<ryiDt the slaughter and
caUinI for • IIlatewIde boy<ott of all white
__
and !be ab)ItlIaI down of all black
<:amp"" In the Ilate-1lllM lbroueb May 24.
lbI day or Ja<lllon
graduation.
'!bal aame altern .... 200 sludenll rrom
white _po
two. miles to
lbe Governor's ManaIon ~n
and rallied
In • nearby park (aeene
.... k 110 .. r an
anti-war rally of • few
dnd. Jac1toc?n.
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IooklnI for. seventy·fb. of lbem, l«Ompanied
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Thompeon dol tant, moved up Lyndl
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burnlng lnIcl<. No onIer to dIapeae _
liven;
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_1iOlI blocka proqadnglllo fatal _ing of a 1&-v--okl block
Cnunty Jill. At __
of tha vic:tims
by polk:e. who

wlIIllaoded ..........
On: ....
_
bhck __
.. _

-

cal.

A New York City Strike Poster :"
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_

~

.. Amw

IIIocb

~

end .38 c:allbor piIloIs.
• o/the 1&m1n City Council <:Oi .. menmd, "TIl. illhe
radwn. Thn iI a h91 ur.-nployment
rnt ......
tha fint finad." he .ie!.
the deI' ...... IOI. hod tom dcMn __
tha
__
~
the
"stan end

c..n__

from • .-by "'....1homo to the _.
They""
the _
of town, when polic:. _
in riot _
end

*

tuddenlydwlzdlnto_upllleaowd.
Nming down side streets and into AlJv,nta',
130
bDnIen on the _ ... diStrict. WideIp<alId anon and
........ ...... l1*ty ""--IIed __ wndestroyed,
at 1_ 20 __ ......
A UnitId "-I,*"wlluuwl
FIpOI1Ir --=ribC how one polic.-nan kilted • min found
..............
'"The .. b .... '.' __
the N.,. np40ined, 'It looked like he went
•-.' n.a - ......on 1110........ Anothor ayewitnOlS desc:ribed how pofic:. pumped
..
Ineo 1110_
01 I MpOcted Iootar wrthoul li"''9 a sonqle _""119 !hot. "II
..... plain -,"
he _.
A __
'sreport ,ndi<:ateslllat.1I of the young

Ow,. __

ror

mon __

allot in tha boc:k. one nine times, oneeight. one seuen and one twic:e.

Srveral _
Iauders have said that the deeth of Charles Oatman, 1II. 16-year-01d
prisoner. c:ould only have ..... Ited becausa of • lac:k of supervision and negligence by jail
penonnel. It is hilihly unlikely that o.tman c:ould have been beaten so severely without
attracting the att.. tion of prison .. erda. Sheriff E.R. Atkins, however, claims that
Oatman _
killed by his blac:k c:ellrnatas. and he has charged the two youllls. aged 16
and 16. with murder.
Polic:a __
217 persona the night of the .. tion, and imposed a dusk·'o-<lawn
Qu1ew which remaina::l in effect for the entire week. 1200 National Guardsmen were
poIt.::I downtown, and some .. e patrolling the black station in armored personnel
C8rTiers ..".:1 with machine guns.
Offlcieh hive claimed .... e was repelted sniper fire. but reported no pOlice or
National Guard injured. Georgia'. Goy. Lester G. Maddox has desc:ribed the ghetto
rebellion Communist conspiracy" and ord.. id the National Guardsmen to shoot to
kill. "We are not going to tolerate a~chy in this state:' he said. He also charged that
Black ~.nthers had fomented the rebellion "in order to bring down the country." But
aceordlOg to one black police officer, "There's only one man in this town who even
claims memberthip in the 6lac:k Panthers."

fl.
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S\1IdIllt. _

nigger" When you get that straight.
0\8' ICboob: begin to make 18IlII. It's more important,
tbougb, to _tid
wby tbey'r. aiggets. If we follow
that q_n
owIolIIIy 'D01J9h. it will lad us put the
ame of eeec'1DIic bullshit, where dedicated teach..-: pass
··thIir knowIedgo on to a new gonntion, and into the
Ditty-gritty of human needs aDd balllJ-ups. And from
_
... can go on to ooDlidor wbether it migbt ..,er be
poIIibIe fer student. to cotM up ftom s1avory.
. A student Is .xpected to know his place. He calls
ar.culty member uSia''' or "Doctor" or "Profeaor"
• and
be IIIliIts aDd shum. some as he staDds outside the prof ..... ·.offioe ":~lIAJ fer pormIsslon to enter. Th. faculty tell him what counos to take (in my dopanment.
English • ...., electi .... heve to be approved by a faculty
member); they tell him what to read. wbat to writ •• and.
frequently. wher. to set the margins on his typewriter.
They toll him wbat·. true and what Isn'r. Som. teachers
Insist that they encourage cH.nt but they're almost 01ways jioing and every student knows it. T.ll the maD
what he wants to hear or he'll fail your a.. out of the

_.

When a t.cb.
ays '1ump." students jump. I
know of one profesoor who refUlld to take up clasS tim.
for nama and required students to show up for test. at
6:30 in the morning. And they cIid, by God! Another.
at

exam

time. provides

each on. enclosed in a

answer

pope<

cards to be filled out -

bog with a hole cut in the

top to _ tbrough. Students stick their writing hand. in
the bagiI whil. taking the test. The teacher Isn't a pr0V9;
I wish h. _e.
He does it to p .... nt cheating. Another
colleague once caught a student r.. ding during one of
his lectures ind threw her book against the wall. Still
ar ther lectures his students into a stupor and then
ecreoms at them in a rage when they fallas1eep.
Even more discouraging >han this Auschwitz approach to education i. the fact that the student. take it.
They ha .... 'r gone through twelve yea.. of public school
for nothing. They'velearned one thing and perhaps only
one thing during those twelve·years. They'Ye forgotten
their algebra. They're hope1esoly vague about chemistry
and physics. They've grown to fear and resent literature.
They write like they've been lobotomized. But, Jesus,
caD they follow orders!
Freshmen come up to me with
an .... y and ask if I want it folded and whether their
name should be in the upper right hand corner. And I
want to cry and kiss them and caress their poor tortured

heads.

Students don't ask that orders make sense. They
give up expecting, things to make ...... long before they
leave elementary school.
Things are true because the
teocher say. they're true..1,At f. YerYearly age we all leorn
to -...
"two trUthS." lk diii ...rtldn medieval ch_
men. Outsid. of cia". things are true to your tongue.
your fingers, your stomach, your heart. Inside class,
things are true by reason of authority.
And that', just
fine beceuae you don'r care anyway. Miss Wiedemeyer
tells you a noun is a person. place or thing. So let it be.

You don't gin a rat's alSj she doem't give a rat's a.
TIle important thing Is to please her. Back in kincIIt9otten. you found out thet t........ only 10.. children
wbo steDd in nioe straight Ilnes. And that's wbere it'.
been
since. Nothing Cbangn...,.ipt to get worse.
8cIbaoI1leccaleo mon lDIl_obolousIy
a priJOn. Last
spoke to • studeDt
at Manual Arts HIgh
SahooIend then oou1dn'r get out of the goddamn .IChooL
1_
theN _
NO WAY 011'1'. Locked doon. HIgh
r- One of the itltnateI _ trYiDAJ to mak. it ......
,..
wilen be _ me comiDg aDd froIt in patIic. "er a
-.
I expected ....... a ratt1a of bullet .. aDd him
....
thef-.
Whet IChooIIttlOUtltI to. then, for wbile aDd black
1ddI.......
12-,.. _in
how to be .......
What
... .,}daplalnwbetl_in.fl
.....
class? They'"
get tIIIt _
-uty: obIIoJia9 aDd IngratiatiDg on the
........ but1lllltl1eaDd
t ~.
As do black
'"'Y in thIir a__
ofwlllt's goIDg on. Some NOOgIIise thIir own put-oD for
wilatltlsaDd_let
thoir NbeIIIon breoIt through to the
.......
_
aDd the. at-. ......
"'ing most of the

.1"

,.. I

._bl,

d_

"good students"

•_
been _
deeply brain .........
They swa1Iow the bullshit with lIt'edY mouths.
They
hnn .... to-Gocl believe in grades, in busy work. in GoD·
oral Education requirernants. .They're pathetically eager
to be pushed around. '1'hey're 1lte thoee old grey-.ted
houae nlggon you can still find in the South wbo don'r
.. what all the fuss is about bemuae 1iIr. Charlia .u. real goocI. "
College entrance requirements tend to f.. or the
Toms aDd ...out the nbels. Not entirely. of ooune.
Some students at Cal State L.A. _ expert con artist.
who know parfectJy well wbat'. bappening. They want
the degree or the 2-8 and spend theW years on the 014
plantation altet1lat.ly 1a"4bing and cursing a. they play
the game. If their egos _ strong enough. they cheat a
lot. And. of course. even the Toms are angry down deep
somewbere. But it comes out in passive rather than actift
aggression. They're unaplainably thick-witted and subiecI to frequent spelli of laziness. They misread simple
question.. They spend their nights mecbanica11y outlin·
ing history cbapters while IDeIicuIoIIIIy failing to comprehend a wold of what's in ftont of them.

The saddest ca... among both black s1a.... and
student s1a.... ere the ones who bave so thoroughly inttojected their masters' values that their _
Is all turnecI
inward. At Cal State theee _ the kids for whom every
low grade Is tortur •• who stammer end shake wben they
speak to a Professor. who go through an emotional crisis
every ~
they're' called upnn during cia... You can
ncognize them easily at fma1s time.
Their faces ere
festooned with fresh plsnp\es; thIir bowels boil audibly
ilCI'O" the room. If there reeIIy Is a Last Judgement. then
the parents and teachers who created the .. wrecks ere
going to bum in balL
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TheglMllll , ''hywldcb_..-.I0 .......
nlpn of thoir ....-a -oy lncIadIo. _
speoIfIc

"::':=

....-a ......._

fear· f_ of , the
Attarand'
aD, i I rd
___
just IIw black people. YOOI

in front of them, k-'ng tIIIt thok Inta ' .. tb* ....
_
aDd thaIr
dIff_ "- __
To
make matters _
JOll_ "'-'
tbet JOllyow"
.. notthe_ "pginl alpar-.. What tJ... can JIIOo
..
you ftom thaIr ridicuIt aDd _1
,..
Authority.
That'. what. It's the pc!!
n'
......
The wbIte bwana'. pith 1IeImIt. So."", rIaum tbet aatlloriIy. You wither _lsi •• with a '.....s.o.lIIa-You crush objecton
with IItIdltion IDIl beny inlay.
ADd, wont of all, you ate your 0WIl attah= me'
_not_1lie
but. __
y_
Youoo~
your tIliIIIift igaarance • end ~
.....
~.
~.a
kind of oesttatioD thetgnes on in ocbooiL
it beoinI, bef... ocI>ooI _
with panutI' flnt ............. ~ on their chiIdnn'.
_shamed -a;
ity aDd contin_rigbt up to the de, wben they baDd
your doctme' eli........
with a blooding. shriJ*d pair of
testicleIstapied to the pardunent. It'. not tbet -..aIity
has no place in the ~
You'll find it there but
only in certain ponmed
end titiated fortDL
So you can add _
iepwsion to the list of
ca...... a10ng with 1IIlDity. fear and will to JlOWC, that
turn the teacher into 1iIr. Cbarlilt. You might aleo_
to keep in mind thet he was a nigger once himaeIf and has
nover reeIIy gotten over it. ADd there an more ca_

'-"9' ..

me

,..a

some of which are better described in sociological than in
terms. Work thesn out. it·s nothard. But
in the meantime wbat we've got on our bands is a whole
lot of nigger.. And what makes this particularly ~
is
that the student has less cbance than the black man of
getting out of his bag. Because the student doesn't even
know he'. in it. That. more or I....Is what'. bappening
in higher education.
And the results an staggering.
For one thing damn liltl. education takes p1ac. in
the s:bools. How could it? You can't educate slaves;
you can only train them. Or, to use an even uglier and
more timely work, you can only program them.
psychological

THE
STUDENT
AS

Wriuen

by Jerry Farber in 1967

HoW' db you. rail4t hell? Thatls a whole other acti· 'r
c1e. But just for a start. why not stay with tbe analogy?
Whet baye black peopl. done? They ha ... first of all.
faced the face of their slavery. They've stopped kidding
themselves about an eventual reward. in that Great Water-

melon Patch in the .y.
They've organized; tbey· .. decided to get freedom now. and they've started taking it.
Students, like black people, bave immen .. unUJed
_.
They could. theoretically, insist on participeting
in their own education. They ooukI make acedemic freedom bilateral. They ooukI teach their teacher. to thrive
on love aDd admiration, rather than fear aDd respect. and
to lay down their _pons.
Students cou1d cIiIcovw
OOI\lDlunity.
And they could 1earn to dance by dancing
on the IBM cards. They could make co\orinlJ books out
of the ceta10gs IDIl they ""uId put the lPdin9 system
in a museum. They cou1d raM IIlCltJ. 101 of walls aDd
lat' educetion flow out and flood the _
They cou1d
turn the ciua'oom into ....
It·.at· a "fIaId of actlon"
.. Peter Marin de.:ribes it. And, belian it or Dot. they
ooukIstudy ~
and 1earn prodigio .... y fer the best of
all poaibIe """'.'
their own'_
They could. TIIaoreticIiny. They he.. the powor •
But only in • .-y f_ places, lik. Berbley. ba~ tbey
_
begun to think about IIIidv It. Fer studentI, as fOr
black people, the hardast batt1e Isn't with 1iIr. ClarIIe.
It's with whet Mr. CharlIe bas doae ~.JO'If_JI!!.!ld.

So studenti· are ~
It'. time to find out wby
end to do this, _ have to take along look at 1iIr.
The teachers I know best an college prof .....
Out~. the ~
and taken as a grouP. their most
striking cbarae:teristic is timidity. They're short OIl bells.
Just look at their -tting conditions. At a time
wben even ~
workers ba.. begun to fight and win,
:::
jlrof~
are still afraid to make more than •

<::bath

effort to unptOYe their pitiful economic ... _
In Califomia state colleges the faculties are screwed regularly and """usly
by the Governor and Legislature and
,.. they
won't offer any solid resiszanoe. They lie
flat on their
with their pents down. mumbling
Cltch phra ... lilt. 'professional dignity" and '_ft;~
ful dia1ogue."
~

st.ill

"?~

I'm not sure why teacher. _ so chickensbit.
II
ooukI be that acaclemic training itself fotOOl a split betho~t
and action. It might abo be thet the t....
ured IOCutlty of a teaching job attract. timid perIODS aDd.
thet teaching. 1lte poIioe work. puBs in
__
wbo an unsure of IhemJeIves and need_pons
aad the other -.J
trappings of authority.

furtha-mor..

\

NIGGER
At any

rate teaChers ARE short on balls. And. u
... n bas eloquently poinled out. the cas.oom
offers an artIficia1 and protected anWoDtD .. t in wItich
they can aercise tbeir will to power. Your n...,.....,..
may drive a bett. car; gas station attendants may intim·
idate you; your wife may dominate you; the State i.elJisIatura may shit on you; but in the claaroom, by God,
studant.do whet you .y. or D. The grad. is. heU of
..-pOD.
It may DOt rest on your hip. potent and rigid
like a oop'. gun. but in the long run it'. more ~ul.
At your panonal whim • any tim. you c:hooeo • you can
keep 55 studeDt. up for nithts aDd have the pleesure of
........ them walk into the classroom pasty·faced and red·
eyed cerryinga sheaf of typewritten pages. with title _.
MLA f_eslDll
margins 101at 15 and 91.
Educatio"
opprisliOn is trickioi -tigbt than ra·
oial opprmi'n.
If you're a biack rebel. they can'r exile
you; they either have to intimidate you or kill you. But
in high ICbooI IX oollege. they can just bounce you out of
the fold. And they do. R.bel student. and renegade
facu\ty _ben get smothered or shot down with deY_tingacc:uracy. In high school. it'. usually the stud .. t
who gots It;in college. it'. mon often the teacher. Others
get tired of fighting aDd voluntarily leave the eyst ....
\lropjlin9 out of college. for a nbe!, is a little 1ike going
North, for a N....
You .... ·t reelly get away, from it ..
you tnIgbt uweIllIaJ aDd raise hell.
More next issue o,iSavannah studenis as niggers.
Judy .,..

to

Albioa's Voice
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RACISM •
Ulind less conformity

To explain the formation of atutudes it is helpful
to tudy Ihe experiments of Maufer Sherif. In these
experiments a flxed point of light in an extremely dark
room is perceived to move by a subject. Since this move.
ment has no reference to any physical aspect or expertence, the subject must fonn norms and attitudes internally or within the context of a group present. The two
mocbficatlons of the basic experiment that are of prime
mterest here involve a series of individual exposures to
the technique to developindividuaJ norms and then an
exposute in a group context. The reverse of this was also
tried of a group to individual series.
When the individual in whom a range ate first deHloped in the indipidual suuation, together with other
indWiduals who also come into the situation with their
own ranges and norms tend to conperge. But the canper101« is not so close as when they first work in the group
$IlUiltion having less opportunity to set up stable indivi-

group. The degree of discrepancy among the variables
COIISidered u an indicator of cross-pressures.
To explain further, status crystallization, a statlstical method of handling reference group data, gives the researcher a quantitative method of analyzing a person's

group

identity or reference.
The conclusion to be drawn from this presentation

of modern studies in social psychology is that racism can
now be dealt with on a level of scientific (repeatable)
knowledge above the emotional cries of "some of my
best friends" and "they all look alike." Then examination
of racialism in this light yelds strong evidence that racial

attitudes are interconnected with the earliest child cultwal development and that these early influences are dt-

Frum the results obtained showing that individuals keep

their group norms in individual situations, Sherif draws

=

~,--

RG

-II ..

OB

Raclll .allli de al ne would dctcJnunc \lert behaVior).
One cher abltracl bears on the oncept of refere
poup lhat IS e on cpt r"sl.uu ('rystalh/.4llion,"
This
ept ISInterrelated I cl.1 Matus.
n.n" '" a "'ant lhal highly en $/al/;M stalu' In
Itmu trIm I II 114tu In '" Icn for a gn~nset
IIIu
rr/<rmt: tm ps tmd ml'11lbtrrlllp groops emn·
toIU
laOO C....J1alli:alwn indicates lIlek 01 such
~
In IIr ftIIUd tlren cTysta/llZ4tlon IS a mco·
"',.
{Ih
"cuNner f mt!mbtrshlp I11ldrcltrenee

~~

RGS
~ ;\ctions
is a dynamic form. The motives for action will vary as to
fluxations in reference group support and individual fluxation in racial attitudes. The disturbing part of this is
that such deeply rooted cultural traits are extremely reo
sistant to change. But change is possible if these cultural
factors are taken into account. Whatever the ultimate reasons for perpetuation of racism in America, be it economoc. sp?c
ic, social, political, genetic, religious, or simply "scapegoattng," the actual tranmission and maintenance of racist attitudes is culturally ingraded. To quote Leon Eisenberg in "Racism, the Family, and Society: A Crisis in
Values,"
To meet tile challenges of a value crisis demands a

dualnormL

Ihe following conclusion: "Once frames of reference are
established and incorporated in the individual, they enter
as Important factors to determine or modify his reaction
to the situations that he will face later." Now we begin
to conclude that the effects of-social pressure can have
decided effect on attitude, but the "isolating case" mentioned here and the exceptions to Asche's social pressure
as still disturbing unexplained occurence in cultural pressure.
To shed light on the relevance and applicability of
group pressure and attitude formation, it is helpful to
look at T. M. Newcomb's famous "Bennington Study."
'" tbIllll<:iolOl\iCalstudy, Newcomb explained the evencb1M.tUtbm or nonconsenat\sm of students in this
deddedJy nonconservaljve schooJ in terms ef two very
important groups. Nearly all students were of a conservatIVefamUy background. They study showed that students who identified with the scbool community tended
to adopt the norms and attitudes of that group. The students who were found unresponsive to norms and attitudes of the campus community were found to identify
lhemselves more slrongly with the family group than the
school reference group. Thus: "the individual's attitude
development is a function of the way in which he relates
himself both to the total membership group (where he
physically ts) and to one or more reference groups."
. The lI1l~~ance ~f perceived reference group support lR detenmmng raclll attitudes and overt behavior is
not a lark. In 1967, J. M. Fendrich did a most revealing
study on the subject at the University of Florida. Fen·
dricl' determined a relative scale of reference group support lR fayor of an individual's interracial interaction
another scale for overt behavior. By analyzing these by
a stallsttcal control factor Gamma. he is able to establish
the casual relationship between them as rouows:
/RA
RGS
~B
Wllh racllIl group suppt.m parllally determining RaCial
AlIllud IRA) and Ra"al Group Support (RGS) and
RaCial Altitudes combmmg to determine Overt Behavior
(OBl. Thu ISImportant because It explainS how RGS can
caUK I person overt behavior to appear radst while the
IndlVlduallKtually tu" 'cry little 10 the way of detrimen·
tal ra..la attltudn (here R \
0 or RGS mUl.:h~ RA).
(onv rxly a person n l peer group neulfalto RGS as to
rae rebtton may appear o"ertl) prtJudll.:ed if RGS=O
or R
u\,;h,.RG
(In whh..h I,;,]se

reeled both in these formative years and later in life by
pressure from the individual's reference group(s). This
interaction

shift in values from ethnocentrism, from pursuit of persanal comforts, from mindless conformity (as in the
move Carl Rowan made toward racial honesty). This crisis
in family identity and values will be met not by spurious
efforts to return to a family structure not even viable in
the past, not by turning in on family structure for a minute examination of toilet training and sex education prac/ices as an "explanation" of our anxieties and dissatisfuctions, but by the involvement of all family members in
the work of building a nation in which tife, liberty, and
the .pursuit of happiness are the rights of all, black and
white together.

-Bill Butler
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They said this mY$W'y never shall cease·
The priest promotes war & the soldier deace.
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A
DltI.-' See
The Lincoln Street Theatre located above the sign
of the White Hart Restaurant offers the community of
Savannah total involvement in Theatre Arts through its
free community workshop.
The following is

an 'outline

series scheduled tor the

year for the Lincoln Street Theatre:
I. Character interpretation; including a discussion of
the Stanislavski system. Analyzing the character in relation to the basic exponents of the play and as to his rapport to other characters in the play. Plys the inner motivation that gives the character a believable life on the
stage will be discussed in a series of six lectures with a
practical application of the fundamentals covered.
2. Breath control, diction, and speech improvement
for the actor; included in this series is a discussion of
phonetics and kinetics. In conjunction with this a series
of readings has been planned. varying in content and
style to familiarize the actor with even archaic forms of
spoken English. The main emphasis is placed on acquiring a knowledge of what is referred to as "standard Eng. ,
lish," Language as a fine art by Dr. McGinnof Rutgers
University is being used as the text for this workshop
series.
3. Body dynamics for the actor; the course teaches
the actor how to stand. walk, sit, and gesture with confidence on the stage. It also entails exercises that will
keep the actor in shape without practicing the school of
"you too, can have a body like mine" thought. It teaches the actor to be in complete control of his physical actions upon the stage.
4. Make-up for the actor, includes not only basic
straight make-up but a detailed series of stylized and
character make-up. Each participant will have the opportunity to try his hand at each type of make-up.
5. Costume design, will cover the fundamental prcblems in costuming a production. It will also point out
the correct process for researching a period play. As
styles often overlap from one decade or century to another it is very necessary that the costumes chosen are
right for the locale of the play.
6. Lightingthe production will cover all the funda-'
mentals needed to know, such as: the different names
applied to the different lights and their uses. Where to
use what light, what effect each light will give, how to
choose the proper light for the desired effect. It will also
cover a discussion of the different types of.light boards
used in theatres.
7. Directing the play includes a discussion of the problems of community directors and what they are usually
looking for in an actor.
8. Set design and construction will deal with the major forms used to decorate a set including, impressionism.
realism, stylized, and abstract set design.
9. The stage dancer is an actual introduction lesson
to dancing as applied to the stage. Basic steps will be
taught and then applied to various styles of music. This
course will also cover free-form dance in which the dancer feels and moves rather than moving to planned steps.
This series is intended for both the newcomer and
the veteran. At the present there are no professionals in
Savannah, yet through the workshop even the amateur
can achieve professional quality in his performance on
the stage.Anyone sixteen years old or up can attend the
workshops.hefd'each Monday evening at 8:00 pm at the
Lincoln Street Theatre. Art in Savannah is growing and
one of the best forms of personal expression is the live
stage performance because it brings people together. That
is the purpose of the workshop-to bring people together.
It lets them express themselves openly and through a
means that is also satisfying personally, The workshop

rap taps

S. E, Asian War; Imperialism and capitalism;
ecology; women's liberation; undergrou~d press? revolutionary/evolutionary culture; Rock music and hip culture?
A speaker from the ALBION'S VOICE Speaker's
Bureau will be glad to talk to your class,club, school,
gang, group, cell, about any of the above. Contact AL·
BION'S VOICE at 24 W. Gaston, basement, office hours
12-6 or write us.

BAMB~i.

Thursday night, May 21, none other than the famous/infamous rock n'roll band Big Brother and the
HoldingCompany showed up in Savannah. First, the
Fairlaines came on. Prepared for a funky boring set, the
group knocked us over. Drummer Jack Stafford has been
at it for over twenty-five years, and he can hold his own
with any drummer todah. I ' highly recommend that all
music buffs and freaks especially go out to the Bamboo
Ranch and pick up on Jack's vibes. He's Heavy.
Then it was Big Brother's tum to get us high. All
the twenty freaks gathered together on the floor around
the amplifiers and on Big Brother came, expanding and
jumping and vibrating with energy. The music was fantastic, possibly the best set of rock music to ever have been
played in Savannah. Most of the so-called "straights" ,
weren't too turned on to the music; but they could dig
't.
Professirlg to be revolutionaries with music as their
SavingGrace, the Holding Company wants 10 bring hard
rockto the South, a traditional Blues area. They feel that
hard rock is the most progressive, music in our culture at
present, and thaI Woodstock Culture is the only way for
man to save himself from himself.
,..

To the Savannah "hip community" [ have to say
a great big "FUCK YOU," People are always complain.
ing about not having any music to dig in town. So what
happens when a good group makes it to Savannah? No·
thing!! Only twenty people came out to hear Big Brother
and the Holding Company. Twenty people!
Oh well, that's past and Steppenwolf and the Mon·
ster will be here on July II. Also, the Peace Festival is
tentatively set for the 20th & 21st of June. Come on out.
Let's get together,
-Greg Scott
...;
_

Utlwill also present a free production for Savannah sometime during the summer. If this is successful, then it will
do-".-.mi .. ne'lre has"""-"with the social and political development of a culture,
for through its art an era expresses itself. The Lincoln
Street Theatre intends to be involved with this country's
culture and intends to produce plays that reflect the
times. The mainstream of the people used are drawn from
the workshop-If interested, call 233-0018.
-Rusty Russell
Director, Lincoln Street Theatre

the DARK SPECTRE
CqNSUMPTION
Today. in these United States, seven per cent
of the world's population
consumes upwards
of seventy per cent of the world's resources;
one-fourth of all steel. three-fifths of the
world's cars, one- third of the world's surfaced roads, one-third of all electric power,
etc. Planned waste and obsolescence motivate
this pattern. We eat in one day the equivalent
nutrition of a month for most of the world.
Consequently, of the world's 3.7billion persons. two and one-half billion lack the basic
necessities of life. Put another way, only 16
per cent of the world monopolize 75 per cent
of the world's income.
This patter of consumption
works to deplete
the limited resources of the globe, to waste resources which might sustain billions of peoplewaste which works toward pollution-and
to
promote the global colonization of most human beings throughout
the world. This pattern of consumption
is the basis for American
domination throughout
the world. 11 helps to
explain why 650 million of the more than
one billion children in our world will never
reach adulthood.
-barry weisberg

qroovte

t'lOV~eS .

Savannah is defmitely gone down m the quality of
movies being shown. So a warning about which movies
Dorto ·wasteyour money on: fJiiFOrbin Project; The .
Lquehjng WODWIl;Th~1fion

of LB Jones;The SWim'

ming Pool; and even thou
eDOl501/;t~ comJng an~ It
was given very good reviews, do not see it uDless you Just
happen to like Barbra Streisand; the play was rewritten,
songs removed for new songs, and the only improvement
in the show is Miss Streisand's magnetic charm.
Z iscoming, don't miss it. Women in Love, also.

Iooo ~ORthat:
An exalted dish for rich and poor, aristocrat and
peasanl, exploiter and exploited-made from the humble
onion-onion soup, of course.
In most restaurants, chefs father onion soups that
are puny, watery, emasculated a~fairs not worthy of the
name. Even onion soup in cans IS better. To our modest
mind such an important soup deserves decent treatment.
THEREFORE: USE RED ONIONS: USE TWENTYFOUR 10 SERVE EIGHT! Discard the extra puiI> if need
be but gain essence through strength.
, MOST ONION SOUPS ARE RUINED through
FIVE MAJOR SINS:
1. We use too few onions. Use big red onions if possible.
2. We forget olive oil, substituting butter. Incorrect.
3. We use too much salt. Spoils flavor.
4. We omit sugar entirely. And this is a real secret!
5. We use pre-grated, stale Parmesan cheese, not
freshly grated from a hunk on our kitchen shelf.
TO SERVE EIGHT:
Heat 8 cups of beef broth in a saucepan (canned
clear broth is fine). Slice onions thinly on a bias to avoid
rings. Cook very gently in Y<l cup olive oil and when getting clear and tender add 4 Tbsp. butter. Onions must
never be brown, black or crisp-but "limpid as a maiden's
eyes, tender as her generous heart!" Season with salt,
pepper, and 2 Tbsp. sugar. Combine cooked onions with
pan juices and hot broth, simmer for 10 minutes before
serving.
The fresh grated cheese should be piled on toast
rounds floated raft-like on the soup. If you have individual casseroles with covers then portion soup out, float
cheese raft, cover and place in 3750 oven for i5 minutes
before serving.
-Bill Morgenstern

Low III t.uIu is o/..-yo blind,
AIloep ;. IIIjoy incIin'd,
~
"ng'd, & _in'd,
And bfeoIa oil cMins from -V mind.

o

erss u es

oeM

III _
confin'd,
Uwlul, cwtious, & refin'd;
To -V thi"tl but in_
blind
And f"".. fenon for tJw mind.
WilliMrl Bl6ke

Dear SIr:
J have a copy of the most recently purchased edi-

tion of your paper. (I can't find a date on it to identify
It any more clearly than that.] I note with interest the

article you have about circumcision. I should like to of.

fera reply.

I was circumcised in infancy. foUowing the prac-

'AYto the

PIlOPLE

tice Which the good doctor deplores. On at least two occasions J have had reason to be very thankful that this
operation had been performed on me when I was too
small to object and lon~before it might have been an
ordeal for me to face when grown. (I hope as long as I
possibly can to limit the surgery done on me to what I
can do with my fingernails when J itch!)
J have a friend who was sorely embarassed because
he was subject to painful tightening up of the foreskin.
He sought my assistance, with the result that Itook him
to see Dr. Peter Scardino, who was recommended as the
proper specialist. Upon examining the patient, Dr. Scar.
dino declined to perform the operation because of the
presence of diabetes. Some time later Prophet Branham
reported that he had received from the Lord the opera-

The top circle represents the Supfeme Ultimare
(or Pole). The second ha~, to the left, the words "YANG,
motion," and, to the right, "YIN, quiescence." The third

The Sick Rose
o Rose,

thou art sick;
The invisible worm,
That flies in the night,

In the howling storm,

H8th found out thy bed
Of

crirmon joy;

And her dark flBCfet love
Dbes thy lifo destroy.
-William

Blake

tion he needed. The-enclosed copy of the letter from Dr.
Scardino att!tl! to the heal .... the evidence of which J
also saw in tlie doctor'. office. J had one other friend
who was embanssed by the need for circumcision. The
operation waa performed on him along with other surgery. There had_~n a time in my life wheo J might very
well have sided wholeheartedlywith Dr. Foley. J will, of
course, say that Iagree with him to the extent that I
think the parents should be consulted as to whether or
not they want the child circumcised. But as an amateur
physician who has observed the embarassment of a friend
for whom serious difficulty would have been avoided
had the operation been performed, J cannot agree that
the operation is withou merit from a medical standpoint.
Yours very truly,
E. L. Bryan-Turner
. ally printed 00 arrests ind trials, except for mis,pellingAlbion:'
Voice as Albino'. Voice. This
writer wonde~the
misspelling Were through unconscious mistake or COnsciouschoice.
-Editor

BE-AWARE
n.o.lltIho would,...,. f9Jt without its correlative,
liW'Of'JlI. or fOOd ~rntfflt
Without ,rs correlative, mis,..~ m.y do not 6ppIlhEnd tfw,-ut principlft of the
~
nor 1M conr},tiOftl to wluch MI Crut,on ISwb
/CL OM might .. _, mlk of tM eXIStence of huven
"'_lfut of _,
'" 01 tho _tlYe prrnclple (YIN)
... thout the _lYe (YANGI, """do It cleerlyebsvrcl
Such ~
H they do not y.. 1d III _ment. musrbe
.. /lwfoolJlNk_
-CHUANG.

TZU, xvii

.
Thursday morning, Richard and I set ou t to hitch.
hike to Atlanta. We got up there in record time and procee~ed to several of our friend's houses as planned. After
finding none of them at home we walked down to the
~tlanta scene in hopes that we would accidentally run
IOta them. But when we reached the strip did we find
our brethren out enjoying the day? No! We were shocked
to see all these super loeg-haired capitalistic ego-trippers
out seiling dope In hopes that they could get enough
bread b.y sundown to buy some new bell-bottoms Or eat
at ~he Reg~nl.:Y Hyatt House. Man, where are these people s heads - Some of these pupes are old enough to have
gone to school with my father and they still don't know
what capltahsm IS Be aware! Look twice at yourself. Are
you competing to be the best dre~d on the blo k' N
'n la t' Swath lralghl are all about not heads.c.We're0
m
here 10 ,hange all Ihls trash. How can you do thIS If you're
stili ~pporlmg !he ys~em? By keeping yourself stocked
Wlth Ita-pre
sla,k. Look <Hound yourself and be a.. are_

is marked, to ihe left, "The Tao (Way) of CH'IEN perfect.
Ing the male," and, to the right, "The Tao of K'UN per.
fecting the female." The fourth circle Is marlred, baiowi
"The tim thbusanrJ things transforming and growing. "
That which htts no Polet And yet (itself) the Sur.
preme Pole' The Supreme Pole moves and produces the
YANG. When the movement has reached its limit, rest
(ensues). Resting, the Supreme Pole produces the YIN.
Kflen the rest has reached its limit. there is a return to
motion.

Motion

pointed

functions.

and rest alternate,

each being the root

of the other. The YIN and the YANG take up their ap.
and so the Two Foret!$ are established.

The YANG ts transformed by reacting with the YIN, and
so water, fire, wood. metal. and earth are produced. (Designated by the five characters under the second circte.).
Then the five C'HI (matter energies) diffuse harmoniously. and the Four Seasons proceed on their course ...

The true (principle) of that which has no Pole, and
of the Two (Forces) and the Five (Elements),
unite (react) with one another in marvellous ways. and
the

essences

c.onsoJidations ensue. The Tao of the heavens perfects
maleness and the Tao of the eanh perfects femaleness.

The two C'HI of maleness and femaleness. reacting with
and influencing
each other. change and bring the myriad
things into being. Generation follows generation. and
there is no end to their changes and transformations.

-from

The Two Hands of God, by Alan Watls

Robbie Collins
Let not your left hand know what your right hand doeth.

-MATTHEW6:3

Albion's Voice

A WAR SONG
The

PREPARE,

A WAR SONG
PREPARE, prepare the iron helm of war,

Road
of
Excess
reads

.

Bring forth the lots, cast in the spacious orb;
Th'Angel of Fate turns them with mighty hands,

And casts them out upon the darken'd earth!
Prepare, prepare.

to
the

Prepare your hearts for Death's cold hand! prepare
Your soutsfor flight, your bodies for the earth!
Prepare your arms for glorious victory!

Prepare your eyes to meet a holy God!
Prepare, prepare.

Whose fatal scroll is that? Methinks

'tis mine!

Why sinks my heart, why fau/tereth

my tongue?

Had'

three lives, I'd die in such a cause,
And rise, with ghosts, over the well-fought
Prepare, prepare.

Palace
of
WIgDOM.

field.

The arrows of Almighty
God are drawn!
Angels of Death stand in the low'ring heavens!
Thousands of souls must seek the realms of light,
And walk together on the clouds of heaven!

__

---'--_prep_are=,

JOHNNY

pre=par=e. :.::....-_....,-

William

Blake

BE GOOD

ARMED FORCES DA Y

Last Armed Forces Day I was called upon by my
superiors to participate in a display of death machinery
at the Fort Stewart complex. Being completely overjoyed
at the thought of wasting an entire day, my spirits were
lifted by a low public turn out. It seemed as if the only
people who came to gawk were the wives and children of
the men "taking part" in the activities of the day.
While standing around answering questions abou t
this and that I noticed for the first time the intense interest that the children were taking in the implements of
destruction. I myself having no interest at all in the whole
mess and finding all this spare time on my hands, found
my mind wandering. I came upon a problem: although I
have no children, What would I do about toy guns, rifles,
war games and GI Joe dolls? Dolls?!? Because some day I
just might have a son or daughter.
Well, I've been toying with this problem for a while
and with the MASS MEDIA as it is and fathers and mothers as they've been. And I've not yet found a solution.
What will you tell your SOil when he asks what a
gun is and what is does and WHY?

IrOllltlle$.E.'sl.n Book of
tlleDE.A.D
Returned

reflecting

to normalc~,

backward

the boys come

home,

Amerika's

vellow

eXcite~

by a bare breast

wlth,;nalarta

"Golden

Era

.

while pocketing bits of yel/owed weddmg photos
BLOWN TO DUST

i squat lamenting:

Yellow WAS th~ co/~r
of M Y true love shalf.

GONE WRONG

-nancy

belle brass

'IImn

Our cause is Heaven's cause:

Soldiers, prepare! Be worthy of our cause:
Prepare to meet our fathers in the sky:
Prepare, 0 troops, that are to fall to-day!

WaR1'salms

ft

Prepare, prepare.
Soldiers, prepare!
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Enough!
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Too
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-TIN SOLDIER

fJL1he~

1JiXe5

SON ~,RO,M

MOMfORjZtJ1)}~
At ASG

----==---- -.--A1blool', Voice
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TO NOBODADDY
Why darkness& obscurity
In all thy words & laws,

Why art thou silent & invisible,
Father of Jeslou$'f?
Why dost thou hide thY'self in clouds
From......., -.rching Eye?

That none dare eat the fruit but from

The wily serpentsjaws?
Or is it becBUse Secresy gains
females' loud applause?
William Blake

Swingy do YOUt Thingy!

It's here, now's your chance! If you've been want-

ing to do a good thing, well here's your chance. If you
love cildren and could dig working and playing with them

at a summer camp, let us know.

What's happening, is that Camp St. Mary's in South
Carolina is opening for the use of the children of the law
country area. It's being financed by local people, so

there's not much coin, so the only return you'll get is the
satisfaction of kncwingyou 've done something worth
while.

We need all kinds and any kind of help, from the
smallest to the largest, so don't dawdle! Contact Dave
Powers at 354-7692, after 4:30. DO IT!

-

600TfQUE
FA51-41ONS

JEWE.LRY

INCENSE'

THINfiS

Albion's Voice

mELIEVE IT OR NOT ...
'LAW ENFORCEMENT CODE OF ETHICS'
Here it is, the law enforcement code of ethics,
straight from the textbook 'Introducation to Criminal
Justice and Law Enforcement'. Watching the beast in
action demonstrates that what they say they're supposed
to be is a far cry from reality. Dig what they say - remember it next time you or' your friends get hassled.

-

Wi: $ERVE

AS A LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER, my fundamental duty is to serve mankind; to safeguard lives and
property; to protect the innocent against deception, the
weak against oppression or intimidation, and the peaceful
against violence or disorder; and to respect the Constitutional rights of all mento liberty, equality, and justice,
I WILL keep my private life unsullied as an example
to all; maintain courageous calm in the face of danger,
scorn, or ridicule; develop self-restraint; and be constantly
mindful of the welfare of others. Honest in thought and
deed in both my personal and official life. I will be exemplary in obeying the laws of the land and the regulations
of my department.
Whatever I see or hear of a confidential nature or that is confided to me in my official capacity
will be kept ever secret unless revelation is necessary in
the performance of my duty,

I WILL never act officiously or permit personal feelings, prejudices, animosities or friendships to influence
my decisions. With no compromise for crime and with
the relentless prosecution of criminals, I will enforce the
law courteously and appropriately without fear or favor,
malice or ill will, never employing unneccessary force or
violence and never accepting gratuities.

•

I RECOGNIZE the badge of my office as a symbol
of public faith, and I accept it as a public trust to be held
so long as I am true to the ethics of the police service. I
will Constantly strive to achieve these objectives and ideals,
dedicating myself before God to my chosen profession ....
LAW ENFORCEMENT.
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CIRCUMCISION:

etJIItiIrMed from /at _
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...... _
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It as bowD that an avetqC of 16 children died annuaUy
from1942
to 1947 IS' direct.-lt of_
Ik. Vlllz.nlelwlhil,oa.: ·~of"
c:umciIioIt do ROt mention any of the ilkffectl
arcumddae.
Out and Ware stlte, "Major Ios8es of
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these other possible complications: _psi&. eea. of the JIans and meatus.
meatal steDosis, saqicII adhesions, interf'eleDCe with
nutrition.
of loW tissues, scepqe of blood with
.... llinI_
ud injories or Ill. glans .. scrotll
skin.
Ik. John Van Doyn ol Geoqia, • plastic SUlF0o,
bu complaiocd that often ciM:umcisions are ~0J1b0
cd by yoana interns. and after they perform a few
arcumdlions,
they are left unsupetYiscd. "Unless the
operator is competent and care is exercised." he
writes, ..... ere is always the possibility of damage
from DOQf technique."
Dr. V. l)uyn PI on: "Ashort time &lOt 1was called
upoa to lJ'l1i1-paft the penis of a newborn where too
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desipted
prove the false premise of excessive
sensitivity of the circumcised glans." Experiments
OD 35 men in each category demonstrated
no "elm'caJIy significant difference" in sensitivity of the glans.
- Let me sujgest that when an experiment "is design~
ed to prove the false premise" of some belief or other,
even if it uses a "limited" number of subjects in a
"brief' experiment, its outcome is really not in doubt.
Aside from its lack of objectivity, the basic fault
of the experiment Dr. Masters and Mrs. Johnson describe is that no mention is made of when the circumcised men were circumcised. The fact is that if circumcision is delayed until adult life, degenerative changes
are minimal. The glans does not suffer such a profound
loss of sensitivity, and the penis gets a "tailored fit."
But even if there is no sexual advantage to having
one's original foreskin. and even were complications
not so numerous. there would still be other dansers
attendant upon circumcision-psychological
dangers.
The reason that anesthetics are never used on infants undergoing circumcision is that-in addition to
the possible danger-it has been taken for granted that
infants are not sensitive to pain. Recent experiments •
and contemporary opinion. however, flatly contradict
this.
Charles Weiss, M.D., of the Albert Einstein Medical
Center in Philadelphia, states; "Experimental psychologists and physiologists who employed the techniques
of pin.pricking or applied medical electric Mock to dif
different parts of the body have demonstrated that
sensitivity in neonates increases sharply within the first
four days oflife."
A Leipzig pediatrician, Prof. A. Peiper, states: "I
have not the slightest doubt that a newborn infant is
definitely sensitive to pain."

Revision
A London physician, A. W. Wilkinson, M.D., states;
"I do not think there is a.y doubt that infants in the
fll'st week., life are sensitive to pain because, when
iRIldequatel!i:anesthetiz.d,
they respond very sharply
to an incision with a knife."
Since infants apparently do feel the pain of circumcision. no wond« that a number of psychiatrists-including Freud-have held that circumcision must leave
severe scars on the personality. Recently Dr. Rene A •
Spitz observed: ", find it difficult to believe that circumcision, as practiced in our hospitals, would not
represent stress and shock. of some kind. Nobody who
has witnessed the way these infants are operated on
without anesthesia. the infant screaming in manifest
pain. can reasonably deny that such treatment is likely
to leave traces of some kind on the personality. This is
one of the cruelties the medical profession thoughtlessly inflicts on infants. just because these cannot tell
what they suffer."
One possible result of circumcision is impotence.
Impotence seems to be frequent in circumcised men,
but rare among the uncircumcised. Problem.masturbation is also as common among the circumcised as it is
rare among the uncircumcised-the exposed glans explains it.
Finally, in addition to the physical and psychological harm done by circumcision, there is the societal
harm.
It is a truism in psychoanalytic literature that circumcision is a major cause of antisemitism.
How do the Jews fir in? T01mpressionable Christian
children, circumcision is considered mutilation of the
genitals -and Jews are identified with the practice.
Freud himself thought that the castration complex was
"the deepest unconscious root of antisemitism; for even
even In the nursery little boys hear that a Jew has some
somethmg cut off his penis:'
Many psychiatrists, Jews among them. are therefore
eager that Jews give up the practice of circumcision.
C. G. Sl.:hoenfeld. \\;ritmg m the Psychoanalytic Review
C1966), a~knowltdges that because circumcision is "a
fundamental tenet of Judaism .. , Jews can hardly be
expected ro renount.;c Circumcision readily- or mdeed
at all"But he goes on.
_

,\'evertheless. the tenets of religions do change
(consider. for example. the results of the recent Ecumenical Councrl 01 the Catholic Church). Hena, it
is conce1J1t1b1~llull knOWing that clTcumcision helps to
engender tI1ItWmitUm wiJllulve an effect upon Jews,
and a.. TftUlt. upon Judlli,m - especilr/ly il JewJlJ/JO
IrtmiUtuize tMrruel>a with certtlin anthropoiogicQJ

and psychOfllUllytic studies and diJcoveries regarding
cin:umc:ision.
For one thing, Jews ought to be .""'" thllt circumcision, far from being. uniquely Jewish custom, ~
once Q common practice in ancient Egypt ... and, In
tuldition. tlull circumcision is to this very dtry a com·
man prtlCtice among l1I8Ily of the world', primitive
peoples:
To recapitulate: Circumcision has few if any medical benefits. Any link between circumcision an~ prevention of genital cancer is at best unpro~ed. Cl£CU~eision is not only unnecessary but barbanc. It can ~np.
pie children, both physically and ment~IY, for thel~ .
whole lives. And as for the motives behind CIrCUmCISIOn,
psychiatrists are agreed that they are irrational and punitive.
What can be done?
One possible course is to wait until the physicians in
this country become well·informed on the subject. However. a fascinating survey conducted a few years ago
(American Jounilr/ of Diseases of Children, 1963) of
126 physicians in Ohio revealed that 69% favored
_
routine circumcision, 20% opposed it, and 11% were of
the opinion that circumcision was not a "medical" decision and should rest with the parents.
The men who conducted the survey-Robert
A. Shaw
Shaw and W.O. Robertson, M. D.-were quick to point
out that none of the reasons given were firmly established. and many were imaginary. "The results," they
concluded. "cast reasonable doubt on the belief that
the decision- 'pro' or 'con' -is reached in any scientific
manner."
The authors also were skeptical that the medical men
will, in the near future. make themselves better informed
on the subject. "One would hope;' they write. "the
situation might change in the next century-but do not
bet on it."
Another survey the authors conducted was of par-=- -;ents who let their children be circumcised. What were
.
their reasons? Iquote a few: '"Thought it was a mandatory hospital procedure"; "Because it 'looks better' ";
'"Thought all males were circumcised"; "Everyone in our
our family is circumcised";"1 thought it was a law";
and "The doctor just did it."
Still, at the present time I think that it is parents
who are our best hope. It is they who can campaign for
a more open discussion of the problem. It is they who
can prevent their sons from being circumcised. And it
is, therefore. to parents that Iappeal:
Let us be honest and fair enough to let our sons grow
up to decide for themselves if they want to exchange
their foreskins for the very dubious advantages of circumcision.
And I would like to remind parents of that percep~
tive remark of the great historian Henry Thomas Buckle
Buckle: '"Every great reform which has been effected
has consisted, not in doing something new. but in un.
doing something old:'

makee date.
dinner/theatre

i::)

Dine out tonight with your wife, girlfriend, mother
(busj~ess
entertainment?)
ond enjoy gracious dining
and he theatre at the Hi.toric White Hart Restaurant
ond new lincoln Street Theatre.
Special theatre dinner $4.50, tickets $3.00 for only $7.50. total gives
you each a wonderful night out on the townl

Whit. Hart

Lincoln Str •• t

NOW PLAYING

..the Owl and the Pussycat"
by
Bill Manhoff
Produced by special arrangements
Samuel french, Inc.
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DOPE RAPS
Once upon a time in the city of Savannah, there
was much ado about how the city was crawling with
those "filthy long-haired junkies." And it was. But it
seems as though a lot-of those junkies have stopped packing syringes and started packing things like political magazines and rapping on revolution. The awareness which
the drug users have been telling everyone about is coming into the open and cannot be truthfully denied by
anyone. They have gotten addicted to heroin and other
hard drugs as a means of escaping the repression brought
upon them by authorities. But junkies found they were
simply killing themselves, suicidally drowned by their
very enemy.
There is a very large movement going on within the
Nation that is on the rise. A movement in which a great
feeling of patriotism is flowing throughout the "sub-culture," the sons and daughters ofthe nation of Amerika.
The modern day bumper stickers are "America, Love it
or Leave it," and "America: Change it or Lose it." In
spite of several attempts by the local government forces
to cage up the future inhabitants of the planet, people
are beginning to see more and more long-haired people
in the streets and buildings and parks of the earth.
I'm sure that most of the local people know what's
going down with the local police force. But for the many
people from out of town, the police force will present a
big hassle for their minds. The heat is bad and the prices
aren't too good. Still it is a beautiful city-rather, it could
be. Although the mass news media is constantly putting
out propaganda on how bad drugs are, there is a very
good example of the type of life enjoyed by drug-users
in every city throughout the world and believe it or not,
it is working. It is the opinion of this writer that the
"established society" represents the death of spiritualism
or christianity in the minds of people. It also represents
all the greed, capitalism, and all the other things which
destroy life.

f -- ~

It is not necessarily the policy of the VUICE to
"campaign" against hard drugs. There has been little
sound evidence that this type of literature has stopped
junkies from being junkies. Problems of addiction should
be directed not at the addicts but at the society that
drives them into addiction as a result of a repressive society's channeling and programming people instead of
letting them live their own lives. There is .m increasing
awareness of society's faults; yet the authorities wish to
perpetuate them. As long as there is this type of repression, with the jails and crude educational systems as punishment, there will continue to be addiction to hard
drugs. The first thing that must be done is the authorities
getting their shit together before they show us how to
get ours together.
-Gary Stutts

~t2~~.
MeherBaba
on Drugs

All so-called spiritual experiences generated by taking mind changing drugs such as LSD, Mescaline and psilocybin are superficial and add enormously to one's addiction to the deceptions of illusion whichis but the shadow
of reality.
To a few sincere seekers, LSD may have served as a
meansto arouse that spiritual longing which has brought
them into God contact, but once that purpose is served,
further ingestion would not only be harmful but have no
point of purpose. The longing for reality cannot be sustained by further use of drugs, but only by love for the
Perfect Master. Jesus Christ, Saba, which is a reflection of
his love for the seeker.
The present chaos and destruction will engulf the
whole world; however, this will be foUowed by a very

. long period in which there will be no war. The passing
suffering and miseries of our times will be worth enduring for the sake of the long period of happiness which is
to follow. What will the present chaos lead to? How will
it all end? It can end only in one way. Mankind will be
sick of it all. Men will be sick of wanting and sick of
fighting out of hatred. Greed and hatred will reach such
intensity and everyone will become weary of them. The
deadlock will be found through selflessness. The only
alternative which will bring a solutuion will be to stop
hating and to Jove, to stop wanting and to give, to stop
dominating and to .serve.
-Michael Braun
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EEC- FREAKS
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NATURALSEASHOREPA~
support 1'0; a national p4rit as "
opposed to the development of private property IIIIl
the destruction of the marshes is being planned by
the Georgia Natural Areas Council for Jekyll IslandSouth End Beach on June 27 and 28.
All persons who want to save our marshes from
their bulldozers should plan to attend. The GNAC
has proposed making the area into a Nat.o~al Sea d
Shore Park as opposed to another sterile Hilton Hea .
The program will begin with a picnic (bring your
own) dinner at 6:00 with entertainment and speakers .
Dr. Eugene Odum, of the Ecology Institut~, U. of Ga.,
Joe Broder-Friends of Earth, and Salty Hightowerfisherman. are among the guest speakers. Around
9:00 a beace walk led by Dr. Derk Frankenberg-r
U. of Ga. Zoology Dept., will occur with diSCUSSIons
and some indroductions to marine life. On Sunday
a marsh hike will close the activities.
So come out and save our marshes.

Classified

A rally to show

Your np ean appear here. Rates are 1~ per "lord. IS, for aU
caps m Ildnnce or billed at • minimum charge of $3 per ad for
3 CODIBCUtiVe issues.
•
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Jobi aeedod for cur "BROTHERS" and '"SISTERS"
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
'66 A'" Romero luilla 55 for sale phone 3S5-0739.
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
'61 MGJIoGT IIuk II for sale phone 23HIS3S.
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Rock bands avai1abte for liP contact "Byrd" .t 232-0535 .
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
INFILTRATE-Before It's Too Late
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
0Illce fIuai.ure needed for ALBION'S VOICE.

31Uden Wln~d around June II for San FRANCISCO area
00Il1aC:.ALiION'S VOICE •
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Rider wanted around Oclober 1st for M1nncapoUs area, contac:t
ALBION'S VOICE•
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die another peeee festival? Bo-awue!
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
__
hy. CONTACT ALBiON'S VOICE •
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
JobI Wlnted for free lance draftsman. Phone 232.0135 .
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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CaD you

A recent survey of collegiate males depicted fhe
ideal mate as.. "The girl next-door who rucks like a
whore." The surveyed mates considered coUege a hunting
ground without rules and ANY MAN desirable by their
junior year. Viva La Difference? What difference? Tits
and ass do not a woman make. To know more about the
movement everyone must know more about Women's
Liberation's part in the struggle. No one can be free until
all MEN (American language chauvinism) are free. Informational requests available at the Albion's Voice office.

17 year old male wants 10 share apt or bouse witb othct hunn
contaci ALBION'S VOICE, 24 W. Gaston. BalClDeDl.
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Jenny, please call 186-4176

STAFF

The Name Game
Home Office: RkJuud Sommers, Gary Stutts, Tom
Lovett BiU Strong, Rusty Russell, Nancy Belle
Bnm, Bill MOI'gtnstem, Robbie CoUins, Greg Scott,
Wi1liIun B/iJk£.
AtlJmta Bureau: Bill Lovett, Harvey, /JQrry Weinstock, Andy Harrison.
Cover for issues 2 and 3: ~ M. Jackson
Member of Liberation News Service and Underground Press Syndicate.
'17umx to The Great Speckled Bird
and to the Conspiracy.
HWtefS are responsible for their own work, all
ullligned articles are the responsibility of the editors.
Albion's Voice is a bi-\W!ekly publication of the
StJvannah Blues Coop. Printed in A tlanta by
Sojourner Truth Press,IWW.

In a wife I would desire
What in whores is always foundThe lineaments of Gratified Desire.
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FREEDOM!

A postcard to the Emko Company, 71,n~
Manchester Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.. !l}14J.
stating that you are over 21 and .wi.aia:d.~Slah'
marriage date} brings a free sample supply of
Emko Vaginal Foam.
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